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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2007017214A1] The jalousie-type roller blind (1) comprises a roller blind hanging (3) consisting of blades (5, 6) which are swivelable at
least partially (5) with respect to a swivelling axis which extends along the blade longitudinal direction (L), a swivelling transmision device (34, 59) for
transmitting a swivelling to the blades (5, 6) and a swivelling device (24, 25, 36, 37, 44, 45, 57, 58) which swivels for opening all blades during the
hanging (3) unwinding and for closing them during the hanging (3) winding by means of the swivel transmitting device (34, 59), wherein, the hanging
entirely covers a closable opening at the beginning of the opening and is substantially reeled out at the end of opening. The inventive jalousie-
type roller blind is characterised in that the swivelling device (24, 25, 36, 37, 44, 45, 57, 58) is embodied in such a way that during unwinding, the
swivelling is produces and transmitted for opening or closing until the hanging defined point is placed in a defined closing area in an extension
direction (R), said closing area is arranged behind a locking area in which the swivelling is produced and transmitted for closing in the strained
position of the blades (5) and the swivelling is produced and transmitted for opening in the initial, released position thereof. The locking section is
arranged behind a pre-sliding section in which the hanging (3) is brought into the initial, released position of the blades (5), wherein no swivelling is
produced and transmitted.
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